Developer / Analysts on Call

Putting Oracle to Work
Key Facts—O2 Works:
 100% reference-able client
base
 Strict Oracle E-Bus focus
 Consultants average more
than 20 yrs. experience on
Oracle products
 Wide ranging customer
base of more than 180
clients
 Heavily involved in Oracle
Application User Groups
and Oracle Communities

Services Offered:

Upgrades

New Implementations (full
and modules)

Remote Support (DBA /
Functional / Developer)

Application optimization

Training

Client Advocate support

Testing services

O2 Works LLC
2001 Lamar Street, Suite 530
Dallas, TX 75202
Phone : 972-466-2660
e-mail: info@o2works.com
www.o2works.com

Dallas · Chicago · Denver

Do you need high quality, experienced Oracle Applications Development support? Many Oracle Applications customers have unmet Oracle development
needs due to lack of internal resources, or a lack of quality developer / analyst
talent in their market area. Other companies may just have too many requests or
multiple competing initiatives at a point in time. While the internal staff may be
stretched and overwhelmed, there may not be headcount approval or enough of
a need to add an additional full time resource.
O2Works Developer / Analysts on Call offering takes the risk out of supplementing Oracle development teams. Our experienced Developer / Analysts are all
U.S. based, have 17-22 years of experience, and excellent communication skills.
They are Developer / Analysts, not just coders. In addition to handling the analysis, design, and build, they have the experience to provide insight and alternative
solutions. Once a solution is agreed upon, it is documented (MD 050 / 070), submitted for customer approval, and the effort is estimated. Following sign-off, the
development takes place remotely. While this offering is typically delivered remotely, there is an opportunity for the developers to visit on-site if necessary.

This is a time and material offering so the customer has tight control over the
expenditure. Additionally, the strong U.S. based resource pool eliminates the
constant time and communication delay that plagues off-shore development offerings. Because of our resources’ skill and experience, requests are handled
directly by a single resource and it eliminates unnecessary hours and communication gaps. We also prefer to assign a developer / analyst to the same customer
in order to benefit from their understanding of your environment, processes, and
control procedures. For this offering, the discounted rate for some of the most
senior skilled developer / analysts available anywhere is in the $125 - $140 per
hour range excluding expenses.
There is a variety of items this service can address. They include such things as:
Update existing or developing new inbound and outbound interfaces
Modifying formats for checks or purchase orders
Revise or implement bank feeds
Improve and update report formats and information
Renew personalizations
OA Framework and Java development for EBS
New or additional EDI or XML transactions
Data conversion Support for acquisitions or divestures
Upgrade dashboards
Enhance / build BI Publisher, Reports Developer, and Discoverer reports
Modify or overhaul workflows or AME
Supplement your current staff during a project
No job is too small or project too large. We have a significant team of top notch
developer / analysts who are available on short notice to provide valuable assistance to your team. We have dozens of clients who have benefitted from this
highly flexible offering and are happy to provide references.

